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The year 2020 has certainly provided a share of challenges. Despite the

disruptions and a general monthly target of $14.4M for all business units

combined, as of the end of July, Dana has achieved 57% of Dana’s

diverse full-year target goal. As the industry recovers, its encouraging to

see diverse spend gradually moving toward pre-shutdown levels.

While disruptive, the shutdown provided some opportunities for processes

evaluation and supplier maintenance. Jonathan Lavender of KPMG Global

identified five areas to strengthen business during a disruption in his blog,

and operating efficiency is one area he highlighted as well as identifying

flexible, supply-chain alternatives. Some diverse business benefits include,

innovative products/services, increase competition, acquisition candidates,

diversity commitment and flexibility with resiliency. During the shutdown,

five diverse companies were added to the diverse master list providing

these attributes to Dana’s procurement needs.

One Dana Through Diversity

Dana’s Supplier Diversity travels the world 
and touches plants and buyers outside of 
North America. The suppliers may be 
based in North America, but their service 
is global. As seen in the graphic above, 
plants in Asia-Pacific, Europe and South 
America contribute to Dana’s diverse 
supplier spend goals. Our success and 
strength is in our plants and buyers 
working together across the regions to 
bring world-class service to Dana 
customers.

*Chart figures pulled from detail; includes double-certified supplier spend.

Indirect Buyers Q1 & Q2 Total
$15,306,802
$10,345,321
$8,892,689
$4,975,601

Barb Wolak
Tim Morrisey
Brian Howard
Stephanie Kleinschmidt

Production Buyers Q1 & Q2 Total
Freddy Garcia $12,210,961
Brett Billmaier $7,106,981
Guilherme Lourenco $2,857,226
Tiffany Arthur $2,730,284
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Dana Diverse Supplier Partners with AARG

The spirit of One Dana continues in this unique moment between Dana’s 
employee community, our local community and our supplier community. 
Acro Service Corporation, the 2019 Dana Diverse Supplier of the Year, 
united with Dana’s AARG, exemplifying a commitment to social 
responsibility and partnership with Dana beyond the supplier relationship.  
The collaboration not only speaks volumes for Dana’s supply chain but 
testifies to the positive impact and concern diverse suppliers have for 
communities.  Diverse companies typically invest in the communities in 
which they conduct business. 

We are happy to celebrate the joint efforts of AARG and Acro Service 
Corporation in support of Tryquan Eubanks, Class of 2020.   


